Exposure of the gill epithelial cells of larval lampreys to an ion-deficient environment: a stereological study.
Three kinds of epithelial cells comprise the surfaces of the gill filaments and lamellae of larval lampreys (ammocoetes): ammocoete mitochondria-rich cells (AMRCs), intercalated mitochondria-rich cells (IMRCs) and pavement cells. Selected characteristics of these cell types in ammocoetes of Geotria australis held in distilled water and in 10% sea water were compared using an ultrastructural stereological approach to determine which of those cell type(s) respond to exposure to an ion-deficient environment in a manner that indicates that they are involved in ion uptake. Particular focus was placed on the enigmatic AMRC, which comprises ca 60% of the cells and contains numerous mitochondria. The mean percentage contributions of both AMRCs and pavement cells to the total number of the three cell types in the two experimental groups were not significantly different, whereas that of IMRCs was >7% in distilled water and <1% in 10% sea water (P < 0.001). Furthermore, the mean apical surface areas of neither AMRCs nor pavement cells differed significantly between the two experimental groups, whereas that of IMRCs was nearly 3-fold greater in distilled water than in 10% sea water. The volume densities and size of mitochondria in AMRCs did not differ between the two exposure regimes. The above comparisons provide no indications that the uptake of Na(+) and Cl(-) in the gill epithelium of ammocoetes involves either the AMRC or pavement cell but, when considered in conjunction with data on ion-transporting cells in other vertebrates, they are consistent with the conclusion that the IMRC plays a crucial role in this process.